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In Tracy Barone's mordantly funny debut, a fiercely independent woman is forced to come to terms
with the family who raised her, the one who gave her away and the one she desperately wants.

Trenton, New Jersey, 1962: A pregnant girl staggers into a health clinic, gives birth, and flees. A foster
family takes the baby in, and an unlikely couple, their lives unspooling from a recent tragedy, hastily adopts
her.

Forty years and many secrets and lies later, Cheri Matzner is all grown up and falling apart. Ironic and
unapologetic, she's a former cop-turned-disgruntled academic, a frustrated wife trying to get pregnant, an
iconoclastic daughter bearing war-wounds from her overbearing mother and the deeply flawed by well-
meaning father who has been dead for several years. Thrust into an odyssey of acceptance, Cheri discovers
that sometimes it takes half a lifetime to come of age.

Written with a deep emotional intelligence and a biting wit, HAPPY FAMILY weaves together the stories of
the beautifully damaged people who have shaped Cheri's life--often in ways she has yet to discover. Asking
if we can ever really know our parents outside their roles as our parents, Barone brilliantly explores the often
vast divide between our beliefs about our families and the truth.
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From reader reviews:

Helen Green:

In this 21st millennium, people become competitive in each way. By being competitive now, people have do
something to make all of them survives, being in the middle of the particular crowded place and notice by
surrounding. One thing that at times many people have underestimated the item for a while is reading. Yep,
by reading a e-book your ability to survive increase then having chance to stand than other is high. For you
personally who want to start reading the book, we give you this specific Happy Family book as nice and
daily reading book. Why, because this book is usually more than just a book.

Nora Mickey:

This Happy Family tend to be reliable for you who want to be considered a successful person, why. The key
reason why of this Happy Family can be one of the great books you must have is actually giving you more
than just simple studying food but feed anyone with information that probably will shock your preceding
knowledge. This book is actually handy, you can bring it just about everywhere and whenever your
conditions both in e-book and printed people. Beside that this Happy Family forcing you to have an
enormous of experience for example rich vocabulary, giving you tryout of critical thinking that we all know
it useful in your day pastime. So , let's have it and luxuriate in reading.

Kathe Waller:

Are you kind of stressful person, only have 10 or maybe 15 minute in your day time to upgrading your mind
proficiency or thinking skill also analytical thinking? Then you are receiving problem with the book when
compared with can satisfy your limited time to read it because all of this time you only find e-book that need
more time to be read. Happy Family can be your answer as it can be read by you actually who have those
short free time problems.

Norma Brier:

A lot of guide has printed but it is different. You can get it by net on social media. You can choose the best
book for you, science, comedian, novel, or whatever by means of searching from it. It is known as of book
Happy Family. Contain your knowledge by it. Without making the printed book, it might add your
knowledge and make an individual happier to read. It is most important that, you must aware about reserve.
It can bring you from one location to other place.
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